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The L3 edge x-ray absorption near edge spectrum~XANES! of the ground electronic state and the
metal to ligand charge transfer state of ruthenium tris-2,28-bipyridine is calculated. The final valence
states and energies in the presence of the photoelectron and core hole, and the corresponding
transition intensities are computed using time dependent density functional theory with the Becke
three-parameter density functional with the Lee-Yang-Parr correlation functional. Calculations show
a valence shift of the primary XANES peak and the appearance of the new XANES transition to the
hole created by the optical excitation, in agreement with experiment@M. Saes, C. Bressler, R. Abela,
D. Grolimund, S. L. Johnson, P. A. Heimann, and M. Chergui, Phys. Rev. Lett.90, 047403~2003!#.
© 2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1814101#

I. INTRODUCTION

X-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy~XANES! uses
x-ray photons tuned to just above~0–10 eV! the absorption
threshold of a target element. The absorption of such photons
promotes an electron from a selected core into an unoccupied
bound valence orbital. Because the transition can only occur
when the final orbital has a significant amplitude near the
core orbital, this technique essentially measures the unoccu-
pied density of states in the vicinity of the absorbing atom.

The advent of picosecond to attosecond x-ray pulses has
opened the door to time resolved x-ray spectroscopies.1 In
optical pump/x-ray probe measurements,2 an ultrafast optical
laser pulse prepares the system in a transient state, and can
induce geometry changes upon electronic excitation due to
photodissociation, changes in conformation, vibrations, and
other relaxation processes. These are then monitored by the
x-ray probe pulse. The shifts in atomic positions will affect
the final state energies and the intensity of the transitions,
and can thus be seen in XANES as shifts in peak positions
and intensities. The change in charge distribution upon elec-
tronic excitation will also affect the final state energies. This
effect can be demonstrated in a charge transfer excitation; if
an electron is taken away from the absorbing atom, it will
take more energy to excite the core electron to orbitals far-
ther from the now more highly charged atom. Furthermore,
when electrons are removed from orbitals, new XANES
peaks can appear because of the newly opened transitions
from the core to the recently vacated valence orbitals. This is
illustrated in Fig. 1. Similarly, if an electron is put into a
previously unoccupied orbital, a peak in the ground state
XANES can disappear.

There already exist codes that can calculate the XANES

for the electronic ground state of an arbitrary atomic geom-
etry, such as the real space multiple scattering Green’s func-
tion codeFEFF ~Ref. 3! and the transition state density func-
tional theory codeSTOBE-DEMON.4 However, simulations of
time resolved optical pump, x-ray probe experiments require
calculating XANES of electronic excited states. In Sec. II we
present a computational algorithm which accomplishes this.
Section III applies this method to the organometallic com-
plex ruthenium tris-2,28-bipyridine, and comparison is made
with experimental spectra.5 Section IV discusses the impor-
tance of many-electron effects and outlines possible future
work.

II. THE DEEP-CORE HAMILTONIAN

The deep-core Hamiltonian first proposed by Nozieres
and The DeDominicis, and by Langreth,6–8 has long been
used for the modeling of core hole excitations. When a core
orbital g becomes unoccupied by the absorption of an x-ray
photon, the valence electrons respond to the potential created
by the core hole. Since only one core hole is present at any
time, we can consider noninteracting core electrons. Core-
valence exchange is neglected except insofar as it can be
included in the core hole–valence potential. We take a form
of this Hamiltonian that explicitly represents the electron-
electron interactions among finite molecular valence orbitals
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where ci (ci
†) is the annihilation~creation! operator for an

electron in orbitali. We work in atomic units whereme5\
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Valence electron-electron interactions are accounted for
by the Vjklm potential, which is the Coulomb operator be-
tween orbitalsj, k, l, andm,

Vjklm5E dx1dx2^ j ux1&^kux2&
1

ur12r2u ^x1u l &^x2um&

and we use the variablex5(r ,s) to represent both space and
spin coordinates. The one electron Hamiltonian includes the
electron kinetic energy, the Coulomb attraction to the nuclei,
and the Coulomb and exchange interaction with all core elec-
trons,
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where nucleusa has chargeZa and positionra , and wherer̂
and p̂ are the electron position and momentum operators.
The core energyeg is the energy required to remove the core
electron in the absence of valence relaxation.

Strictly speaking, the core hole–valence electron inter-
action Ulm,g includes both the Coulomb attraction and the
exchange interaction between the electrons in valence orbit-
als l, m and the core hole in orbitalg; Ulm,g52Vlgmg

1Vlggm . However, we will take the core hole into account in
an approximate way: since it is highly localized in a volume
much smaller than the typical extent of the valence electrons
we will replace the core hole by a point charge at the
nucleus. This is equivalent to the valence electrons being
subjected to the field of a nucleus of chargeZ11 for the
absorbing atom rather thanZ. The practical consequence of
this ‘‘Z11 approximation’’9 is that we may focus solely on
valence excitations in the core excited state without having
to worry about calculations of the deep-core excitation. This
is an additional approximation to Eq.~1!, in which the core-
valence potentialU is taken as

Ulm,g5^ l u
1

u r̂2r0u
um&,

wherer0 is the position of the absorbing atom.
Initially the molecule is in the electronic stateuC i& with

energyEi , which can be either the ground state or an elec-
tronic excited state. We denote the final electronic states after
absorption of the x-ray photon asuC f& with energiesEf .
Fermi’s golden rule describes the absorption of the x-ray
photon with frequencyv and polarizationn as
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The electronic dipole operator in the directionn is
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wheremg j
n is the one electron dipole matrix element,
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wherenW is the unit vector alongn.
In our model, any given core excited final state can be

coupled to the fully core occupied initial state by the creation
or annihilation operator for a single core orbital. Thus, sub-
stituting Eq.~3! in Eq. ~2! gives
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The deep-core Hamiltonian@Eq. ~1!# gives separate ei-
genvalue problems for the core and valence electrons, allow-
ing us to factorize the all-electron wave functionuC& into a
product of a fully correlatedN electron valence wave func-
tion uFN& and the ground state core wave functionuG0&,
uC i&5uFN&uG0&; or an N11 electron valence wave func-
tion uF8N11& and the core wave function when the core or-
bital g is unoccupieduGg8&, uC f&5uF8N11&uGg8&. The prime
implies that the valence wave function is calculated in the
presence of the core potential. Using this notation, we re-
write the deep-core Hamiltonian as

H5uG0&Hi^G0u1(
g

uGg8&H f
g^Gg8u, ~6!

where we have defined the effective valence electron Hamil-
tonians
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We note thatcguG0&5uGg8&, cg
†uG0&50, cḡ

†uGg8&5uG0&dgḡ ,
and thatcḡuGg8& takes us out of the relevant space of single
core excitations.

FIG. 1. Schematic of the expected effects of a charge transfer excitation.
Above: When an optical excitation increases the charge of an atom, it takes
more energy to excite the core electron away from the extra overall positive
charge. This is diagramed on the right, where~a! represents the ground state
and ~b! the charge transfer state. The picture on the left illustrates the ex-
pected change to the XANES as a result of this charge transfer; the ground
state~a! is shown as a solid line and the charge transfer state~b! is shown
dashed and exhibits blueshifting. Below: After a charge transfer excitation, a
new transition for the core hole is possible to the hole that resulted from the
charge transfer. This is illustrated with the new arrow on diagram~b! on the
right hand side, and by a new peak in the expected~dashed! spectrum on the
left.
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When the wave functions in Eq.~5! are factorized into
products of core and valence states, we obtain
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The orbitals in the sum are those computed self-consistently
for the filled core state. We writecl

†uF i
N&5ucl

†F i
N& to em-

phasize that this is a nonstationary state ofH f
g and that

^F f8
N11ucl

†F i
N& is a many-body overlap in theN11 electron

space. To account for the core-hole lifetime broadening, we
add a finite linewidthG which can be read from tabulated
values for any given core orbitalg. In addition, for an iso-
tropic sample, we will need to average over all x-ray polar-
izations. This finally leads to
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Calculating the x-ray absorption thus requires three in-
gredients whose calculations are detailed in the appendixes:
the dipole matrix elementsm lg

n ~Appendix A!, overlaps be-
tween the many-electron statesucl

†F i
N& and uF f8

N11& ~Ap-
pendix B!, and the resonant transition energiesEi2Ef ~Ap-
pendix C!. In the following section we apply this procedure
to the XANES of a metal to ligand charge transfer~MLCT!
state of an organometallic complex.

III. APPLICATION TO RUTHENIUM TRIS-2,2 8
BIPYRIDINE

We now focus our attention on theL3 edge XANES of
ruthenium tris-2,28-bipyridine @Ru~bpy)3

21] ~Fig. 2!. The
photophysics of this organometallic complex has been well
studied.10,11 Upon optical excitation to a Franck-Condon
state, a rapid cascade of decays occurs to a singlet MLCT
state, which undergoes intersystem crossing to a triplet
MLCT state. These initial reactions are complete within

300 fs.12 The triplet MLCT state, however, is long lived with
a lifetime of microseconds. Recent experimental XANES
measurements of the ground and triplet MLCT are displayed
in Fig. 3.5 They show a valence shift of peakB to B8 and the
appearance of a new XANES peak corresponding to the op-
tical hole, labeled as peakA8. Our goal is to simulate these
spectra at theab initio level.

A singlet ground state calculation of Ru~bpy)3
21 using

the 3-21G basis set was carried out with the Becke three-
parameter density functional13 and the Lee-Yang-Parr corre-
lation functional14 with the GAUSSIAN 03 code. The
Ru~bpy)3

21 geometry was taken from x-ray crystal-
lography.15–17The first 15 singlet and 5 triplet excited states
were calculated with time dependent density functional
theory~TDDFT!. To describe the lowest energy core state we
use the same basis set and density functionals as for the
ground state, but include the core hole via theZ11 approxi-
mation with a calculation on the doublet spin Ru~bpy)3

21 .
The first 50 excitations were calculated with TDDFT. Table I
lists the overlaps between orbitals in the ground stateuF0

N&
and the lowest core excited stateuF08

N11& that are important
for our analysis, chosen as the valence orbitals present in the
calculated excited states that had the greatest dipole coupling
to the excited core orbitals. Orbital 144 fromuF0

N& and 141
from uF08

N11& are clearly identifiable as thed3z22r 2 ruthe-
nium atomic orbital. Orbitals 142, 143, 157, and 158 from
uF0

N& are also primarily of rutheniumd character, as are or-
bitals 139, 140, 148, and 149 ofuF08

N11&, although these are
mixtures of the pure angular momentumd eigenstates. All
other listed orbitals are localized primarily on the ligands.
The core excitation energies were computed using the single
configuration Dirac–Fock codeSCFDAT ~Ref. 18! to pin
down the absorption edge, as described in Appendix C.

The calculation of XANES from an optically excited
state involves two particle-hole excitations, one for the initial
optical transition and one for the x-ray transition. Our factor-
ization of the full wave function into a valence and core

FIG. 2. The geometry of the complex Ru~bpy)3
21 . The three bipyridine

ligands are mutually perpendicular, with the nitrogens octahedrally coordi-
nated about the ruthenium.

FIG. 3. The experimental XANES of Ru~bpy)3
21 ~Ref. 5!. The spectrum

originating from the MLCT~ground! state is shown as circles~stars!. Peaks
B andC appear in the ground state spectrum. In the MLCT state, these peaks
are blueshifted by a valence shift toB8 and C8, while a new peakA8
appears due to the new transition to the optically created hole.
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wave function replaces the core excitation with the problem
of finding the excitations of the additional electron put into
the final valence stateuF f8

N11&. As a result, for XANES
calculations of an arbitrary initial excited state, we need to
include doubly excited Slater determinants~two electron-
hole pairs! as illustrated in Fig. 4. TDDFT excited states
involve only single excitations. However, there are initial
states for which only single excitations of the lowest core
excited stateuF08

N11& are necessary to describe the XANES.
This can be illustrated by considering a system where the
orbitals hardly change between the core occupied and unoc-
cupied states. The stateuF08

N11& has a highest occupied mo-
lecular orbital~HOMO! denotedl max, all orbitals with lower
energy are occupied. Consider an initial state wave function
uF i

N& for which no orbital with higher energy thanl max is
occupied, and which has one hole in orbitall such thate l

,e l max
. The excitations of the electron in orbitall of

uF08
N11& are those which will have significant overlap with

ucm
† F i

N&, and thus for this state, only single excitations need
be considered. The true initial ground stateuF0

N& is one such
state, as are excitations ofuF0

N& from any occupied orbital to
orbital l max. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.

For more general electronic excitations, there will be
blocks of orbitals in the overlap matrixTlm between orbitals
l in uF08

N11& and m in uF0
N& which are not approximately

diagonal. For such systems, only single excitations are nec-
essary to describe the XANES as long as all the large ele-
ments ofT are confined to the ‘‘occupied-occupied’’ (l ,m
< l max) and ‘‘unoccupied-unoccupied’’ (l ,m. l max) blocks of

FIG. 4. Diagram~a! represents a molecule with a single particle-hole type
excitation among itsN valence electrons. The x-ray induced transition from
the core to orbitall is shown. Diagram~b! shows the ground valence state of
the core excited molecule, withN11 valence electrons. The two excitations
of ~b! necessary to achieve significant overlap between~b! and ~a! are
shown as arrows, occupied orbitals are designated by solid circles, and the
orbitals about to be occupied by the transitions are shown with open circles.

FIG. 5. Diagram~a! illustrates the x-ray induced transition of a core electron
to orbital l for the ground state of a molecule withN valence electrons. The
single excitation~labeled 1! of the groundN11 valence electron state of the
core excited molecule to orbitall @shown in diagram~b!# will give signifi-
cant overlap with the state illustrated in~a!. A single excitation of the state
~b! can also give significant overlap with a certain set of valence excited
states, an example of which is shown in diagram~c! and which is reached by
the excitation labeled 2. The excitations are shown as arrows, occupied
orbitals are designated by dots, and the orbitals about to be occupied by the
transitions are shown with circles.

TABLE I. The overlap matrix between selected orbitals of the ground state~G.S.! wave function~with 144 alpha spin electrons! and theZ11 wave function
~with 145 alpha spin electrons!. The table is spit into ‘‘occupied’’~orbitals 139–145! and ‘‘unoccupied’’~orbital numbers.145! blocks, using the conventions
given in the main text. The small elements in the off-diagonal blocks allow us to use single excitations of the ground stateZ11 wave function to represent
the excited states important to XANES. The orbitals listed here are either states with significant Rud character, and thus with a large dipole coupling to the
2p core orbitals, or are the ligand centered orbitals occupied in the MLCT excitations, in addition to being the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied orbitals
~these are the orbitals for which occupied-unoccupied block mixing is of most concern, as deeper orbitals tend to mix among themselves, as do higher virtual
orbitals!. Orbital 144 from the ground state and 141 from theZ11 state are clearly identifiable as thed3z22r 2 ruthenium atomic orbital. Ground state orbitals
142, 143, 157, and 158 are also primarily of rutheniumd character, as are orbitals 139, 140, 148, and 149 of theZ11 state, although these are mixtures of
the pure angular momentumd eigenstates. All other listed orbitals are primarily located on the ligands.

Z11\G.S. 139 140 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 157 158

139 0.02 20.13 0.10 0.77 0.39 20.13 0.01 20.11 20.01 0.00 0.00
140 0.08 0.18 20.13 0.38 20.79 20.10 0.00 0.01 20.12 0.00 20.00
141 20.37 0.01 20.09 0.18 20.04 0.82 0.01 20.02 20.02 0.00 0.00
142 20.57 0.74 0.24 0.10 20.08 20.24 0.00 0.00 20.01 0.00 0.00
143 0.69 0.65 0.14 0.11 0.04 0.24 0.00 20.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
144 0.22 20.09 0.94 20.03 20.15 0.18 0.00 0.01 20.01 0.00 0.00
145 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.99 20.06 20.05 20.03 20.03
146 0.00 0.01 20.01 20.10 20.10 20.01 20.04 20.95 0.24 0.02 20.01
147 0.00 0.01 0.01 20.10 0.10 0.00 20.06 20.24 20.95 0.00 0.00
148 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.01 0.00 0.93 0.05
149 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02 20.01 0.00 20.08 0.94
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the matrix.~Note that the term occupied-occupied is a bit of
a misnomer, sinceuF i

N& will have at least one unoccupied
orbital in this block.! Further,uF i

N& must have one and only
one unoccupied orbital within the occupied-occupied block
and no occupied orbitals in the unoccupied-unoccupied
block.

Table I shows the important segments of the orbital over-
lap matrix. The elements of the ‘‘occupied-unoccupied’’ and
‘‘unoccupied-occupied’’ blocks are small. The lowest three
TDDFT calculated excited states of core filled Ru~bpy)3

21

are nearly degenerate triplet MLCT states depopulating the
4dz2r orbital. The third of these is almost entirely composed
of a transition from the HOMO to LUMO~lowest unoccu-
pied molecular orbital! of the ground state, with amplitude
0.95. The TDDFT final state excitations can thus describe the
XANES from this initial state. Because x-ray absorption is
local to the absorbing atom, and the differences between the
three triplet MLCT states occur well out on the ligands, we
expect the XANES from all three to be similar, and use the
calculation of the one state as representative of all three.
Since orbital 144 inuF0

N& most closely corresponds to orbital
141 in uF08

N11& excited statesuF f8
N11& resulting from single

excitations from orbital 141 inuF08
N11& will be the dominant

contribution to the XANES from this excited state.
TDDFT represents the excited state as a single slater

determinant with a different set of orbitals than the ground
state. The excited states can alternatively be expanded as a
linear combination of the excited Slater determinants of
ground state orbitals. This configuration interaction~CI! rep-
resentation is convenient for the present simulation, since the
orbital overlaps need only be described for the ground va-
lence stateuF0

N& and the lowest core excited valence state
uF08

N11& ~as will be done below!, and need not be repeated
for every excited stateuF f8

N11&.
The TDDFT calculation for the core filled Ru~bpy)3

21

gave two strongly optically active transitions at 2.9776 eV
~416.38 nm! and 2.9829 eV~415.65 nm! of nearly equal
intensity (f 50.0990 and 0.0980, respectively! for

Ru~bpy)3
21 in vacuo. The experimental optical absorption

spectrum12 shows two strong transitions at 425 nm and 460
nm of similar intensity for@Ru~bpy)3](PF6)2 in CH3CN so-
lution. The calculated and experimental spectra are compared
in Fig. 6. The agreement is reasonable given the difference in
solvents. Our calculated XANES spectrum is dominated by
transitions of the ruthenium 2p core orbitals to a ruthenium
4d orbital. The optical spectrum, on the other hand, is domi-
nated by transitions from the two lowest lying 4d orbitals
~orbitals 142 and 143 fromuF0

N&) to the three lowest unoc-
cupied orbitals~145, 146, and 147 fromuF0

N&) located on the
ligands. @Note that after electronic relaxation to the long
lived triplet MLCT state, the hole is in the 4d3z22r 2 orbital
144 ofuF0

N& and the electron in 145, 146, or 147 ofuF0
N&.] X

rays thus access significantly different orbitals compared to
visible light. Figure 7 shows the final excited state energies
of the x ray and optical transitions weighted by their transi-
tion strengths. This again demonstrates that the x rays reveal
a different part of the manifold of electronic excitations than
visible light.

When an electron from a doubly occupied core orbital is
excited to the valence levels, it is equally likely to be spin up
or spin down with respect to any spin orientation of the
original valence state. Ideally, for single excitation methods,

FIG. 6. Stick spectrum: the calculated optical transitions of Ru~bpy)3
21 .

Dots: calculated optical spectrum broadened by a Lorentzian linewidth with
a full width at half maximum of 40 nm. Dashes: the experimental optical
absorption spectrum~Ref. 12!.

FIG. 7. The energies of the excited states involved in theL3 x-ray transi-
tions from the ground state~a! and MLCT state~b! of Ru~bpy)3

21 and in the
optical transitions~c!. The energies of the states are plotted on the x axis
zeroed at the valence ground sate energy, with a height given by the inten-
sity of the transition. This demonstrates that XANES and optical measure-
ments access different excited states.

TABLE II. Matrix of the product of dipole matrix elements(gnm lg
n mgm

n

summed over the 2p coresg and x-ray polarizationsn for the six orbitals
with the strongest dipole coupling to the 2p core orbitals.

l \m 144 146 147 157 158 162

144 1.68 20.02 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00
146 20.02 0.15 0.00 20.02 0.01 0.00
147 0.01 0.00 0.17 0.01 0.01 0.00
157 0.00 20.02 0.01 1.63 0.01 20.40
158 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 1.60 0.10
162 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.40 0.10 0.10
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the sum over all excited statesuF f8
N11& used to represent this

photoelectron would thus include spin flip excitations from
the ground state core excited valence wave function
uF08

N11&. Standard methods for calculating excited states
however, such as TDDFT or CIS, maintain the electron spin.
As such, for initial valence states with a definite spin orien-
tation we only calculated the excited state configurations
with one particular photoelectron spin~this should be obvi-
ous by examining Fig. 5 and trying to represent both spin
occupations of orbitall in the right hand configuration with a
single excitation from the center configuration!.

To work with single excitations that do not include spin
flips, we made the approximation that the energy is invariant
to spin flips of the photoelectron. Thus~assuming a singlet
ground state!, for any given spatial core orbital there are two
core excitations to initial state orbitalsl which do not have
the optical hole or the optically excited electron, but only one
such excitation whenl contains the optical hole or optically
excited electron. As such, the transition intensity is multi-
plied by 2 to account for both possible spin states when the
transition is to an initial state orbital not involved in the
optical transition.

As expected, the dipole coupling from the ruthenium 2p
core orbitals to the orbitals with strong ruthenium 4d char-
acter is the strongest of any coupling to the 2p orbitals. The

matrix of dipole coupling factors for the most important or-
bitals is given in Table II. The average dipole coupling to the
4d orbitals 144, 157, and 158 inuF0

N& is dominant. The 4d
orbitals 142 and 143 inuF0

N& are not shown since they are
always occupied, and thus do not participate in the x-ray
transitions.

The overlap matrices of the dominant excitations are
shown in Table III for the ground state and in Table IV for
the MLCT state. Figure 8 depicts the transition intensities
plotted against the x-ray energy of the transition while Tables
V and VI list the intensities. It is clear from Fig. 8 and Table
V that the ground state XANES is dominated by two closely
spaced transitions, corresponding to the third and fourth ex-
cited states ofuF08

N11&. In these states the wave function is
almost entirely described by the excitation of ligand located
orbital 145 ofuF08

N11& to one of the unoccupied 4d orbitals
~either 148 or 149 ofuF08

N11&, corresponding to orbitals 157
and 158 ofuF0

N&). No other significant XANES transitions
occur in the 50 excited states calculated. The situation for the
MLCT state is more complex. There is a strong transition
where the photoelectron occupies the 4d3z22r 2 optical hole,
corresponding to the ground state ofuF08

N11&. The peaks
corresponding to the photoelectron occupying the higher 4d

TABLE III. Matrix of overlap factors^F icl uF f8&^F f8ucm
† F i& for the two excited final states that give the largest contribution to the ground state XANES

spectrum. The transition strength to a given final excited state is proportional to the trace of the product of the matrix given in Table II and the overlap matrix
for the final state.

l \m

Excited state 3

l \m

Excited state 4

146 147 157 158 162 146 147 157 158 162

146 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 146 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.01 0.00
147 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 147 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
157 0.01 0.00 0.69 0.05 20.12 157 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.04 0.00
158 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 20.01 158 20.01 0.00 20.04 0.68 0.04
162 0.00 0.00 20.12 20.01 0.02 162 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00

TABLE IV. Matrix of overlap factors^F icl uF f8&^F f8ucm
† F i& for the four excited final states that give the largest contribution to the MLCT state XANES

spectrum. The transition strength to a given final excited state is proportional to the trace of the product of the matrix given in Table II and the overlap matrix
for the final state.

l \m

Ground state

l \m

Excited state 18

144 146 147 157 158 162 144 146 147 157 158 162

144 0.71 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 144 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
146 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 146 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
147 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 147 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
157 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 157 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.0220.03
158 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 158 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00
162 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 162 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.03 0.00 0.01

l \m

Excited state 19

l \m

Excited state 31

144 146 147 157 158 162 144 146 147 157 158 162

144 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 144 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
146 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 146 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00
147 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 147 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00
157 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.01 0.00 157 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.13 20.01 20.02
158 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.01 0.15 0.01 158 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.01 0.00 0.00
162 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 162 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.02 0.00 0.00
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orbitals are made up of many low amplitude excitations, only
a few of which have overlap factors greater than 0.1. The
contributions from the six orbitals listed in the dipole and
overlap matrices of Tables II, III, and IV make up about 70%
of the intensity of the ground state XANES transitions to
excited states 3 and 4. The remainder comes from the low

amplitude contributions from the other 261 unoccupied or-
bitals. Likewise, the amplitude for all the transitions to the
states between 2831 and 2833 eV in the MLCT state XANES
has about 80% of its intensity from the orbitals listed in the
tables, with the remaining intensity coming from the other
unlisted orbitals. Interference of these other orbitals lowers
the peak intensity from the transition to the optical hole in
the MLCT XANES by about 20%.

The raw simulations are shown in Fig. 9. PeakB for the
ground state XANES is nearly a factor of 2 stronger than
peakB8 from the MLCT XANES, which differs from experi-
ment where theB andB8 peaks are equally strong. Our simu-
lations, redshifted by 2.5 eV to correct for theL3 edge en-
ergy, are compared with experiment in Fig. 10. The primary
features of the measured XANES shown in Fig. 3 are the 1
eV ‘‘valence shift’’ of peakB to B8 between the excited and
ground state XANES, and the 4 eV splitting between peaks
A8 andB8 in the excited state5 ~peaksC andC8 are too high
of an energy and lie outside the 50 calculated excited states!.
The peak splittings, valence shift, and relative amplitudes of
the A8 andB8 peaks are all in excellent agreement with the
experiment.

FIG. 8. Transitions participating in theL3 edge XANES labeled according
to their excited states. Upper panel: the ground state XANES transitions.
Lower panel: MLCT state XANES transitions.

TABLE V. Excited states participating in the ground state XANES. The
transition intensity is listed when all orbitals are included~third column! or
when only the six orbitals of Tables II and III are considered~fourth col-
umn!.

State Energy
Intensity

all orbitals
Intensity

selected orbitals

1 2842.447 0.35 0.25
2 2842.512 0.32 0.23
3 2843.047 3.07 2.43
4 2843.107 3.06 2.20
5 2843.322 0.01 0.01
6 2843.553 0.18 0.03
7 2843.595 0.06 0.03
8 2843.633 0.06 0.02
9 2843.689 0.09 0.00

10 2843.730 0.11 0.00
11 2845.006 0.03 0.00

TABLE VI. Excited states participating in the MLCT state XANES. The
transition intensity is listed when all orbitals are included~third column!
or when only the six orbitals of Tables II and IV are considered~fourth
column!.

State Energy
Intensity

all orbitals
Intensity

selected orbitals

0 2839.965 0.94 1.19
2 2840.030 0.03 0.04

15 2843.324 0.01 0.01
16 2843.367 0.01 0.01
18 2843.647 0.93 0.74
19 2843.711 0.67 0.48
20 2843.833 0.02 0.01
21 2843.934 0.08 0.06
22 2843.958 0.02 0.01
25 2844.019 0.05 0.03
28 2844.092 0.07 0.05
29 2844.105 0.01 0.01
30 2844.126 0.03 0.03
31 2844.133 0.60 0.48
32 2844.149 0.22 0.17
33 2844.151 0.05 0.03
34 2844.159 0.03 0.02
35 2844.190 0.10 0.08
36 2844.192 0.24 0.17
37 2844.209 0.15 0.11
38 2844.279 0.01 0.01
39 2844.292 0.04 0.03
40 2844.300 0.07 0.05
42 2844.324 0.03 0.02
43 2844.340 0.05 0.03
44 2844.362 0.02 0.01
45 2844.370 0.01 0.01
46 2844.374 0.04 0.03
47 2844.393 0.01 0.01
48 2844.401 0.01 0.01
49 2844.410 0.01 0.01
50 2844.428 0.01 0.01
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IV. DISCUSSION

To examine the role of the many-body overlap factors,
let us consider a system of noninteracting valence electrons.
The x-ray transition is then from the core orbitalg to a given

valence orbitall of the lowest core excited state. For each
orbital, there will be a single excited state for which the
overlap factor̂ F i

Ncl uF f8
N11& will be unity, all other excited

states will give zero for that orbital. When electron-electron
interactions are turned on, the energies of the valence orbitals
l are modified, leading to a shift in peak position. The im-
portance of many-electron effects can thus be seen by mak-
ing certain simplifying approximations for the overlap fac-
tors ^F i

Ncl uF f8
N11&^F f8

N11ucm
† F i

N&. We assume that for
each orbitall there is a unique final stateuF f8

N11& for which
^F i

Ncl uF f8
N11&51, and the contribution from all other states

is zero. We take this state to be the one for which the calcu-
lated ^F i

Ncl uF f8
N11& is the maximum. The result of this ap-

proximation is shown in Fig. 11 when only the six orbitals
listed in Tables II, III, and IV are included in the sum, and
compared to the full calculation. We see that peakB8 is also

FIG. 9. The simulatedL3 edge XANES of Ru~bpy)3
21 . Solid line: ground

state XANES. Dotted line: MLCT state XANES.

FIG. 10. The simulatedL3 edge XANES of Ru~bpy)3
21 ~lines!, compared

with experiment~points!. The simulation spectra are scaled and redshifted
by 2.5 eV. Upper panel: ground state XANES. Lower panel: MLCT state
XANES.

FIG. 11. Dashed lines: only the orbitals listed in Tables II, III, and IV are
used to compute theL3 edge XANES of Ru~bpy)3

21 and we assume that
only a single overlap factor with unit weight is present for any given orbital.
Solid lines: the calculation using all orbitals and the full many-body overlap
factors. The ground state XANES is nearly identical in both cases~upper
panel!. The MLCT state XANES of the full calculation is smaller by a factor
of close to 2 than the approximate calculation~lower panel!; in this case the
approximate calculation is in better agreement with experiment, where the
primary peak is nearly unchanged in amplitude in both ground and MLCT
state XANES. The approximate MLCT state XANES calculation shows a
slight redshift of the main peak compared to the full calculation.
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redshifted compared to the full calculation. This is because
two orbitals~157 and 158 ofuF0

N&) are primarily responsible
for this peak, and thus only two excitationsuF f8

N11& are
selected when the overlaps are neglected while, as discussed
earlier, this peak results from many low amplitude excita-
tions. The two final states with the maximum overlap happen
to be among the lowest energy of these, thus shifting peakB8
to the red. The relative amplitudes of the ground to the
MLCT state are in closer agreement to experiment than the
full calculation.

When the same calculation is repeated using all orbitals,
the small dipole factors from many orbitals add up to a large
intensity, as shown in Fig. 12. We can interpret this as the
overlaps acting to filter out the contribution from the many
‘‘spectator’’ orbitals, allowing us to concentrate on the orbit-
als primarily responsible for the signal.

Electronic excited states typically have a different geom-
etry than the ground state. Short x-ray pulses can follow the
time resolved geometry changes of a molecule after elec-
tronic excitation. To simulate such measurements, one would
start in the ground state geometry but with the excited state
electronic structure. A molecular dynamics simulation should
then be performed to follow the trajectories of the atoms
with time, and the XANES should be computed from these
different configurations.

The procedure developed here is useful for the transi-
tions to and from the lowest lying electronic valence excited
states, which can be calculated accurately with quantum
chemistry codes. At present, only a select class of initial
electronic states can be calculated, but arbitrary low lying
excited states could be described once double or higher
particle-hole excitations are included. Since only the lowest
energy transitions are available with this procedure, it com-
pliments rather than replaces existing extended x-ray absorp-
tion fine structure~EXAFS! calculation methods, such as the
FEFF code which has proven itself in the high energy x-ray
absorption regime but lacks chemical accuracy in the near
edge region.

To extend the present simulation to arbitrary excited
states, we will need to go beyond single excitations. This can
be done by the configuration active state approach which
also reduces the number of calculations needed over full
doubly excited methods. In this approach, all possible ex-
cited configurations are calculated within a restricted set of
orbitals. Typically, several of the highest occupied and low-
est unoccupied orbitals are selected to account for correlation
effects. However, using this machinery, it should be possible
to include several orbitals suspected of being important in a
given x-ray transition. Excited states thus only need to be
calculated within this ‘‘active space.’’

The limiting factor in our calculations is the computation
of the excited states. It may thus be desirable to avoid such
calculations altogether. By recasting Fermi’s golden rule as
the imaginary part of the Fourier transform of a time-time
correlation function of dipole operators we can perform a
perturbation expansion on the core-hole–valence potential
U5( lmUlm,gclcm

† using the time evolution operator in the
interaction pictureS(t)5exp1@2i*0

t U(t)dt#, where exp1 in-
dicates a time ordered exponential. This gives

sabs~v,n!5
4p2

vc
Im (

f
E dteivteiEi t^C i umuC f&

3e2 jE f t^C f um†uC i&

5
4p2

vc
Im (

f
E dteivt^C i ueiHtme2 iHt uC f&

3^C f um†uC i&

5
4p2

vc
Im E dteivt^C i um~ t !m†~0!uC i&

5
4p2

vc
Im (

lm
m1gmgmE dt

3ei ~v2eg!t^F i ueiH gtcle
2 iH gtS~ t !cm

† uF i&.

In our model, the core hole is static and structureless and
does not affect the dynamics of the valence electrons except
through its potential.6 This is equivalent to the scattering
from the potential of an impurity, which is an exactly solv-
able model for noninteracting systems. This procedure is dis-
cussed, for example, in Mahan8 for infinite systems by the
summation of ladder diagrams. For finite systems, a new set
of eigenstates could be found by diagonalizing the valence
Hamiltonian with the core-hole potentialHe . The Fourier
transform of the Green’s function̂F i ucl(t)cm

† uF i& gives

E dtei ~v!t^F i ucl~ t !cm
† ~0!uF i&

5^F i ucl

1

v2~He2Ei
v!2 ig

cm
† uF i& ~11!

for HguF i&5Ei
vuF i&. By choosing the set of orbitals ofcl

and cm
† for which He is diagonal, the one electron Green’s

function in frequency space and hence the x-ray spectrum
immediately follows without the need for laborious calcula-
tions of excited states. For interacting systems, the noninter-
acting case could be solved at, for example, the Hartree-Fock
level, and this could be used as the beginning of a perturba-
tive calculation for the one-electron Green’s function using,
for example, Hedin’s GW method which approximates the
Green function as a product of a bare Green function G and
a polarization W.19

Higher order optical processes can be expressed in a
similar fashion but as higher order correlation functions of
the dipole operator.20 When one of the interactions is with an
x-ray photon, an extension of this method could be applied to
these nonlinear spectroscopies. In this way, x-ray pump, op-
tical probe experiments could be simulated.

In this work we have used a quantum chemistry code
which represents the electronic structure as an expansion in
Gaussian basis functions in real space. This works quite well
for chemical energies~up to about 10 eV! but at higher en-
ergies the limited basis set is inadequate for the necessary
photoelectron states. A plane wave basis set has the possibil-
ity of enabling the calculation of parts of the extended x-ray
absorption spectrum for excited states, including the EXAFS,
which is useful for structure determination.
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APPENDIX A: THE DIPOLE MATRIX ELEMENTS

We expand the molecular orbitals in Gaussian basis
functions21

fd~r !5(
a

Cadxa
i ~r !, ~A1!

f l~r !5(
b

Cblxb
f ~r !, ~A2!

where

xa~r !5~r 12r 1a!n1a~r 22r 2a!n2a~r 32r 3a!n3a

3(
a

Baa exp~2Saaur2rau2!.

Here,Baa is a normalization coefficient,r 1 , r 2 , and r 3 are
the Cartesian coordinates ofr , and the basis function is cen-
tered atra .

The polarization matrix element in the directionn is

^dupnu l &52 i\E d3rfd* ~r !
]

]r n
f l~r ! ~A3!

52 i\(
ab

CadCblDab
n , ~A4!

whereDn is the dipole matrix between basis elements

Dab
n 5E d3rxa

i* ~r !
]

]r n
xb

f ~r !. ~A5!

Standard procedures are available for calculating integrals of
this type.21 The computation ofDn is incorporated in quan-
tum chemistry packages.

APPENDIX B: THE MANY-ELECTRON OVERLAPS

Determining the overlap factorŝF i
Ncl uF f8

N11& requires
the N11 electron valence wave functionsuF f8

N11& and
ucl

†F i
N&. This is routine for the ground state and low lying

valence excitations using quantum chemistry codes. Rather
than explicitly calculating deep-core excited states to deter-
mine the energies and dipole matrix elements, we assume
that it is sufficiently localized to act as a point charge, and
include its effect by replacing the nucleus of charge1Z with
a nucleus of charge1Z11. ThisZ11 approximation allows
us to focus solely on the valence excitations.

The TDDFT or CI many-electron states are superposi-
tions of Slater determinants

ucl
†F i

N&5(
a

JaiuSa&, ~B1!

uF f8
N11&5(

b
Jb fuSb&, ~B2!

where J are expansion coefficients anduSa& is a ~possibly
excited! N11 electron Slater determinant

uSj&5@~N11!! #21/2 (
n51

~N11!!

~21!PnPn$uf1&¯ufN11&%,

j 5a,b. ~B3!

Here,Pn is one of the (N11)! possible permutations of the
N11 occupied orbitals. The factor (21)Pn is 1 ~21! if an
even~odd! number of interchanges of the orbitals has been
made.

The overlap involves states calculated with a different
set of orbitals, since the final state orbitals are computed in
the field of the core hole, and, in the case of TDDFT ex-
pressed as a single slater determinant, in the field of the

FIG. 12. When we assume that only a single overlap factor with unit weight
is present for any given orbital in our simulations but we include all orbitals
~dashed lines!, the results have significantly increased amplitude compared
to the calculation with full overlaps~solid lines!. The overlaps thus serve to
filter out the contributions from all the spectator orbitals.
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electron–valence hole excitation. The overlap of two Slater
determinants with different sets ofN11 occupied orbitals is
given by

^SauSb&5@~N11!! #21

3(
n,m

~21!Pn1Pm8 $^fp1
ufp

18
8 &¯^fpN11

ufp
N118

8 &%

~B4!

5@~N11!! #21(
n,m

~21!Pn1Pm8 Tp1p
18

ab
¯TpN11p

N118
ab

~B5!

5(
m

~21!PmT1p
18

ab
¯TN11p

N118
ab

~B6!

5DetTab, ~B7!

whereTi j
ab5^f i uf j8& are the individual orbital overlaps and

in the third step we have reordered the (N11)!2 terms in the
sum. Note thatTi j

ab only contains overlaps between occupied
orbitals. The difference in the matricesTab for different ex-
citationsa andb come from the inclusion of different sets of
occupied orbitals.

Combining Eqs.~B1!, ~B2!, and ~B7! we finally obtain
for the overlaps of the many-body states

^F i
Nucl uF f

N11&5(
ab

JaiJb fDetTab. ~B8!

To calculate the orbital overlap matrixT, we expand the
orbitals in a Gaussian basis set as described in Appendix A to
find

Ti j 5^f i uf j8& ~B9!

5E d3rf i* ~r !f j8~r ! ~B10!

5(
cd

CciCd jkcd , ~B11!

wherek is the overlap matrix between basis elements

kcd5E d3rxc
i* ~r !xd

f ~r !. ~B12!

The elements ofk are part of the standard output of many
quantum chemistry programs and their detailed calculations
have been described elsewhere.21

APPENDIX C: RELATIVISTIC CORE-HOLE ENERGIES

A quantum chemistry calculation provides the total en-
ergy of the molecule. However, in theZ11 approximation,
it gives the energy for a molecule with the absorbing atom
replaced by an atom with a more highly charged nucleus, not
the desired energy of the molecule with a core hole. Further,
quantum chemistry programs typically neglect relativistic ef-
fects that are important for core excitation energies. On the
other hand, relativistic atom codes can give good estimates
for the core excitation energies of atoms, but not of mol-
ecules.

To estimate the initial and final state energies, we sepa-
rate the energy of the system into a component coming from
the core electrons of the absorbing atomV, the energy of the
valence electronsEv, and the energy of the remaining atomic
coresJ. If the core contains a hole, we label the core energy
with an asteriskV* . Thus Ei5Ei

v1V1J, Ef5Ef
v1V*

1J, andEi2Ef5Ei
v2Ef

v1V2V* . A quantum chemistry
code can provide an accurate energy for the valence elec-
trons Ev and a relativistic atom code gives an accurate en-
ergy for the ground stateE at and lowest energy core ex-
cited stateE at* atoms. The poorly estimated core energy
from the quantum chemistry code will be denotedVqc

Z for
the core filled atom andVqc

Z11 for the Z11 atom. The total
energy from the quantum chemistry code will be denoted by
the superscriptqc, thus Eqc. We can now writeEi

qc5Ei
v

1Vqc
Z 1Jqc , Ef

qc5Ef
v1Vqc

Z111Jqc , E at 5E at
v 1V,

E at* 5E at* v 1V* , E at
qc 5E at

v 1Vqc
Z , and E at* ,qc 5E at* v

1Vqc
Z11.
It is now easy to verify that

Ei5Ei
qc1E at 2E at

qc 2Jqc1J, ~C1!

Ef5Ef
qc1E at* 2E at* ,qc2Jqc1J, ~C2!

which gives for the resonant energy

Ei2Ef5Ei
qc2Ef

qc1E at 2E at* 2E at
qc 1E at* ,qc .

~C3!

All quantities in Eq.~C3! can be computed with standard
software packages.
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